Declaration of Conformity

Product name          NINTENDO  DS

Model of the main part     NTR-001
Models of the power supply AGS-002(EUR),  AGS-002(UKV)

Manufacturer  Nintendo Co., Ltd.
               11-1 Kamitoba-Hokotate-cho Minami-ku
               Kyoto, 601-8501 Japan

Essential Requirements and Reference standards of Directive 1999/5/EC

Art.3(2)  Radio Spectrum  EN300 328
Art.3(1)(b)  EMC  EN301 489-1, EN301 489-17
               EN55014-1, EN55014-2
Art.3(1)(a)  Safety for NTR-001  EN71-1, EN71-2, EN71-3 (*)
               Type examination test
               (NB0125, Reg.Nr.SPZ0163).
Art.3(1)(a)  Safety for AGS-002  EN61558-2-7, EN61558-2-17
               (*) Safety of Toys Directive 88/378/EEC was applied to this product.
               (**) Issued by LGA (Notified body according to the Directive 88/378/EEC)

Equipment class according to Decision 2000/229/EC  Class 1

Hereby,

Nintendo of Europe GmbH
D-63760 Grossostheim

declares that the above mentioned products are in compliance with the essential requirements and other relevant provisions of Directive 1999/5/EC.

Date  25/1/05

Signature

Name  Satoru Shibata

Position in organization  President